
DIY Sheds
Choose from our range of kit sheds or Steeline FNW can design and 
manufacture on site to your exact specifications. 
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Steeline FNW® DIY Kits
At Steeline FNW, we understand that sometimes you just want to do things yourself. Luckily, our quality, engineered structures 
come in a number of pre-made kit and custom designed options, providing you with easy installation and a cost-effective storage 
solution.

Each one of our shed, garage and carport kits come with 
 y Engineered drawings specific to individual design y ShedSafe Engineered class 10 Buildings
 y Cold formed Framing components y Portal Frame  
 y New “Moment Frame” option means less strap bracing y Made from Bluescope Steel – Guaranteed to last
 y Council friendly plans

Steeline FNW
Gable Carport Kit
6 x 6.15 x 2.4m

$4,83754 INC GST

Steeline FNW
Wide Single Kit
5 x 6 x 2.45m

$7,07132 INC GST

Steeline FNW
Busport Kit
4 x 12 x 4m

$8,29145 INC GST

Steeline FNW
Double Kit
6 x 6 x 2.9m

$10,46037 INC GST



Steeline FNW
Double Garaport Kit
6.71 x 12.5 x 2.4m

$13,47767 INC GST

Steeline FNW
Double Kit
7 x 12 x 2.7m

$19,61870 INC GST

Steeline FNW
Barn Kit
13 x 12 x 4m

$37,75880 INC GST

CUSTOMISE YOURS TODAY!
Whether it’s a single garage, a shed for the boat, a multi car garage or even a large workshop, our 
experienced team will work with you to tailor a design to suit your specific requirements

Our versatile modular system means that you can design and build sheds, carports and garages 
with either a gable or skillion roof that fits your home and lifestyle.

 y Choose your shed span
 y Then combine standard, wide or open bays, access doors, windows, skylights and more.
 y Make the perfect colour choice with Colorbond or Zincalume steel cladding

Steeline FNW shed structures are designed to meet the toughest standards for quality, durability 
and attractiveness. The fully bolted frame and clear shed span design is highly adaptable for a 
variety of uses and strong enough to withstand the toughest Australian conditions.

Council friendly 
plans included

 
Sit down & customise your shed today with one of our 
Sales Representitives



COLOUR YOUR SHED
Of all the elements of design, colour is the most powerful and 
personal. The COLORBOND® steel colour palette makes it easy to 
express yourself with colour. Steeline FNW provides you with a huge 
colour range to choose from which have been inspired by Australia’s 
own magnificent backyard.

The COLORBOND® steel colour swatches in this brochure have been reproduced to represent actual product colours as accurately as possible. However we 
recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample of the product before purchasing, as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process 
may affect colour tones. COLORBOND® and ® colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. ™ colour names are trade marks of BlueScope 
Steel Limited. ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.

SURFMIST® EVENING HAZE®

DOMAIN® PAPERBARK® DUNE® BUSHLAND® WALLABY®

HARVEST® JASPER® RIVERSAND® SHALE GREYTM WINDSPRAY®

BASALT® WOODLAND GREY® PALE EUCALYPT® WILDERNESS® COTTAGE GREEN®

MANOR RED® IRONSTONE® DEEP OCEAN® MONUMENT® NIGHT SKY®
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